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2 TIMELY HINT 87

in the soil, to keep them well irrigated. A shortage of water in mid-
summer in the case of some varieties, will result in a crop of empty
shells; and in all cases the yield will be greatly lessened. During
warm weather about three irrigations a month have been found
sufficient in the light, sandy soil of the Yuma garden.

Cultivation after each irrigation will keep the nuts out of the
irrigating furrows, and should throw the soil gradually towards the
vines, thus affording pegging ground for the crop. An object in
ridging the rows at this time is to have the nuts well above water
level so that they will not be discolored by being wetted when
irrigated.

When the space between rows is covered with vines, cultivation
may cease as even Bermuda grass cannot then secure a foothold.

Insect pests: As thus far observed, peanuts have not been
seriously affected by insect pests. Nematodes do not injure them;
and insect depredations or plant diseases have not yet occurred
upon our crops.

Varieties: With reference to habit of growth, there are erect
varieties, such as Spanish and Indian Runner; and the more prostrate
sorts, such as Virginia Red. The former require more labor to cover
with earth for pegging; while the latter are more troublesome in the
irrigating furrows. The Spanish is an abundant yielder, but the
nuts are very small. Jumbo and Steckler's Mammoth are showy
sorts, but are uselessly large. With sufficient irrigating water the
Virginia Red has done well under our conditions, but fails to fill if
water is short in summer. Indian Runner, on the contrary, has
matured a small crop of well filled nuts with a deficiency of water
in August.

Harvesting: When the leaves turn yellow in early autumn the
crop should be promptly harvested as the nuts will sprout and spoil
if they should become wet in the ground. Horse diggers are available
for large crops; but garden rows may be lifted with a spading fork,
and the vines cured and piled where there is no danger of wet or frost*
The crop may then be picked from the vines by hand or by machin-
ery, as its size may warrant. Spanish, Indian Runner, and Virginia
Red have all yielded in small tests (at Yuma) at the rate of from
3000 to 3600 pounds per acre; or from 120 to 145 bushels.

Uses of the crop: Peanuts are, for the most part, roasted and
used ^as human food. They are also employed in confectionery,
especially the small Spanish variety, and are roasted and salted like
almonds. They may also be made into a dry but rich and oily paste
or butter^ In the Old World great quantities of oil are made from
them, which is often used as a substitute for more costly olive oil.
The cured vines make excellent hay, relished by horses, cattle, and
pigs; and, with reference to nitrogen, this leguminous plant is bene-
ficial to the soils in which it is grown.
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